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Legal Experts for IP and Technology across Latam
We drive your innovation with customised legal solutions
Understanding your vision, delivering customised legal strategies










Get to know more
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Data and technology service provider 


Technology







Financial market infrastructure company 
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Trademark management company 


Business Transactions, Trademark







Multinational conglomerate company 


Business Transactions, Patent







Petrochemicals company 
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Multinational technology company 
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DANIEL



FOR YOU



Today, Technology plays a central role in the transformation of diverse sectors and we believe that the law must keep up with this pace of change. Therefore, our vision is to be at the forefront of legal issues related to Intellectual Proprerty and Technology, and that our services reflect this bold and innovative mindset.
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Who are the people empowering our team?
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Curious about what our clients have to say?
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Curious about what our clients have to say?
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WHAT



WE DO?



A full service Technology and IP firm, we deal with complex legal challenges in these areas of practice all across Latin America.
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WITH CUSTOMISED

LEGAL SOLUTIONS
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Business Support

Learn more about Daniel’s tailored and client centered consultancy services, including in relation to Patents, Brand Protection, Technology, Privacy and Data Protection, Business Transactions, and more.
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Dispute Resolution

Learn more about Daniel’s multi-disciplinary Litigation and Enforcement team, including our experts in traditional industry specializations and in disputes related to new technologies like AI, Smart Contracts, Crypto actives, and more.
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Expertise

Learn about Daniel’s industry focus and affinities, including in the areas of Life Sciences, Telecom, Green Technologies, Digital, Gaming and more.
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Practice Areas

Learn more about Daniel’s existing practice areas, including our work in the protection of Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights, Industrial Design, Advertising Law, New Technologies, and more.
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Analysis to action:

Putting together

winning strategies

with smart data
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Our quest to be digital, guided by innovation, and our desire to shape the future.
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Data driven strategies: Our investment in data analysis and monitoring tools
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Our quest to be digital, guided by innovation, and our desire to shape the future.
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Data driven strategies: Our investment in data analysis and monitoring tools
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OUR COMMITMENT



AND IMPACTS




Get to know Daniel Plural





People, Planet, Purpose:

Our Commitment to Diversity & Sustainability
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FOLLOWING THE LATEST ECONOMIC TRENDS IN BRAZIL




Our experts at Daniel Law stay on top of the latest economic news in Brazil, assessing the impact on our clients’ IP and Tech strategies.




Some recent numbers in the IMF World Economic Report 2023:

• Brazil now the 9th largest global economy – (GDP of US$2.13 trillion).
• Brazil moved two positions in the ranking, now behind Italy in 8th (GDP of US$2.19 trillion)
• According to the IMF, Brazil’s economy will continue to grow this year at a rate of 1.5%.
• By 2026, Brazil could move into 8th position in the ranking.




READ MORE
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Latest articles










The Green Revolution: Investments and Innovations Drive Sustainability in Brazil 


by Daniel Law | Apr 3, 2024 | Automotive, Blog, Patents
The MOVER Program and the New Directions of Sustainable Mobility Sustainable mobility is emerging as one of the priorities of the Brazilian government, driving investments and innovations in the automotive sector. In the current scenario, the National Green Mobility and Innovation Program (MOVER),...


read more





A breakthrough for 3D trademarks in Brazil 


by Fábio Leme, Rafael Rocha | Mar 28, 2024 | Articles, Trademarks
Although accepted by Brazilian law since 1996, the BPTO still struggles to establish reasonable standards for the application of registrability requirements of three-dimensional trademarks, which results in an approximate granting rate of 16%, considering applications for registrations made and...


read more





ANVISA approves the use of analyses from equivalent regulatory foreign authorities (EFRA) 


by Viviane Kunisawa | Mar 26, 2024 | Client Alert, Regulatory
On March 19th, during a public meeting of the Collegiate Board of Directors, the Brazilian health regulatory agency ANVISA approved a Normative Instruction that establishes criteria and procedures for using the analyses carried out by an Equivalent Foreign Regulatory Authority (EFRA) The optimized...


read more





Brazilian PTO publishes a new Ordinance governing amendments and supplementary experimental data in the appeal phase 


by Ricardo Nunes | Mar 20, 2024 | Client Alert, Patent
Further to our communications of The Brazilian PTO has announced new rules governing patent applications and Amendments and Supplementary Experimental Data During the Appeal Phase, we report that the Brazilian PTO published yesterday a new ordinance to provide clarifications on the submission of...


read more





Amendments and Supplementary Experimental Data During the Appeal Phase 


by Ricardo Nunes | Mar 20, 2024 | Client Alert, Patent
Further to our communication of December 2023, a decision was published today by Mr. Julio Cesar Moreira, President of the Brazilian PTO, regarding the submission of amendments and supplementary experimental data during the appeal phase (administrative second instance). This decision results from...


read more





Protecting Your Intellectual Property in Brazil: A Growing Opportunity 


by Robert Daniel-Shores | Mar 19, 2024 | Articles, Intellectual Property
Recently, my travels to Korea and Japan provided invaluable insights into the perspectives of local practitioners and companies eyeing Brazil and Latin America for existing or potential future interests. These discussions shed light on the pros and cons of investing in Brazil, a topic gaining...


read more
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Latest materials
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A DATA PROTECTION CULTURE IN BRAZIL 


Fill the form and download our a Data Protection culture in Brazil
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REGULATING BETTING WILL CURB MANIPULATIONS IN FOOTBALL 


The recent match-fixing scandals in football have left a scenario of uncertainty involving sports betting in Brazil, given the latest developments of “Maximum Penalty Operation” in progress in the Brazilian Court. . In addition to heating up the debate in sports, Fill...
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Data Protection LATAM 


Our Team of Experts customize Global Compliance Projects to meet the highest standards of EU and at the same time engage the local culture, raising awareness and developing Data Protection in the region. These are some of our cases:Fill the form and download our full...
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BRAZIL GAMING BYTES 


With our regular Creative Industries Brazil Bulletin our objective is to keep you informed on the latest developments in these areas, as well as to provide recent examples demonstrating how companies are already being affected by the new legislation in practice.Fill...
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YEAR IN REVIEW: PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 


The Executive Group of the Economic-Industrial Health Complex (GECEIS) is was established by Decree 11,464/2023, to strengthen the domestic production of essential items for the Unified Health System (SUS) and reduce Brazil’s dependency on inputs, medicines, vaccines,...
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YEAR IN REVIEW: AGRIBUSINESS 


The Supreme Court ruled constitutional some of the main provisions of Decree 10833/2021 that modified Decree 4074/2002, such as those establishing deadlines for the government authorities to analyze pesticides registration requestsFill the form and download our full...
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Get informed about IP and Tech news across LATAM!

Subscribe to our newsletter










Email Address



Consent


Consent


I accept to receive emails from Daniel Law and I declare to be in agreement with the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy
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Pratice Areas




Patents

Trademark

IP Litigation

Digital Litagation

Industrial Design

Business Transactions

Anti Counterfeiting and Brand Protection

Technology, Privacy and Data Protection

Copyright, Advertisign and Creative Industries

Regulatory Law in Life Sciences and Agribusiness
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Games
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Commitment




Data Analysis

Innovation

Daniel Plural

Compliance

Information Security

Code of Conduct







Our offices




SÃO PAULO

Rua Leopoldo Couto Magalhães Júnior, 758, 5º andar, Conjunto 52 (Edifício New Century) Itaim Bibi – CEP: 04542-000 
Tel.: (55 11) 2103.9107
Tel/Fax: (55 11) 2103.9124




RIO DE JANEIRO

Praia do Flamengo, 154 – 12º andar 
Flamengo, Rio de Janeiro – RJ
CEP: 22210-030
Tel.: (55 21) 2102.4212
Fax: (55 21) 2524.3344
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© Copyright 2024 – Daniel Law. All rights reserved.
I have read and accept Daniel Law Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.









 








Hello! We inform you that our website uses only essential cookies to enable navigation through the virtual environment and ensure the security of our systems.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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